We present new X-ray diffise scattering effects due to pinning of the phase of charge density waves (CDW's) on defects. The coherence between the position of a defect and the phase of a 2 k~ periodic lattice distortion gives rise to an asymmetry of the + 2 k~/ -2 k diffuse intensity with respect to the layers of main Bragg reflections. This effect, negligible in the weak pinning limit, becomes dominant for strong pinning. In addition, CDW phase distortions around defects produce an asymmetry of each individual 2+ diffuse lines. We first calculate the scattered intensity in these different cases that we illustrate by experimental results taken from charge transfer organic salts of the TTF-TCNQ family.
in concentration x among B species (atoms or molecules). We define the on variable by on = 1 if the site n is occupied by the A specie and on = 0 otherwise. Let us now consider a lattice displacement un associated to a CDW of wave vector q. The X-ray scattered amplitude at the scattering vector Q = G + q is, in first order in (Q.uq), given A(Q) = Af oq + i f (Q.uq) ,
where G is a reciprocal wave vector, Af = ( f~ -fjg ) is the difference between the scattering factors of the A and B species, f = x f~ + (1-x) fg is the average scattering factor and oq and uq are the Fourier components of the on and un functions defined by 1 iqna 1 uq = -z u n e and oq = -C o n e iqna N n N n From equation (1) it follows that the scattered intensity is the sum of three terms:
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jp4:1993221 -Idisord, = IAf l2 loq12, which is the diffuse scattering intensity due to disorder only. In the case of a random disorder this scattering is called Laue scattering and I L~~~% (1-x) lfA-~12.
= @ 1 Q.uq l2 , which is the intensity due to the displacive modulation un. In our 1D example, this scattering gives rise to diffise lines at *q fiom the layers of Bragg reflections located at G.
-I* = i f ~f (oq*(~.uq) -oq (Q.u~)*) which gives interferences between the disorder and the lattice displacements. As on and un are real, we obtain IA(G + q ) = -IA(G -q ) by using ueq=uq* and cq=oq* and neglecting the Q dependence of the scattering factors. This term causes the +q/-q asymmetry around the Bragg reflections layers. Moreover, as IA linearly depends on the displacement uq its contribution is expected to be larger than Idisp., which has the usual quadratic uq dependence for small values of Q.uq . As we shall see this term has a great importance in the case of a CDW pinning.
Let us now calculate IA for different 1D models of CDW pinning. If we assume that the total displacement at site na is the sum of the displacements around each impurity as schematically shown fig. 1 a) we obtain t u n = g a m C u q sin(q(n-m)a+cpo). 9 This expression implicitely assumes a smooth variation of the phase between the defects in order to keep the same (po on each impurity site. After some algebra one gets With this value IA(G + q ) becomes :
From this equation it is clear that IA shows an extremum when cpo = 0 or A. In these cases the asymmetry of the intensity of the + 2 k~/ -2 b diffuse lines will be maximum. More generally, it can be shown that this occurs when a displacement wave and a chemical wave are in which is the case of a strong pinning of CDW's on a defect. As previously mentionned, this asymmetry should dominate hisp for small Q.uq which is the case for ID conductors such as TTF-TCNQ ( a typical value of uq[31 gives Q.uq -2n A-1 0.0 1A -0.06). As a result, when IA(Q) is negative, the difise lines will appear at the expense of the disorder induced Laue scattering background. As shown figure 2a), the position of these "white lines" allows to determine the phase of the lattice distortion with respect to the provided the sign of f.Af.(Q.uqq) ( taken positive in fig. 2a) ) is known.
Case of weak pinning
As previously shown the effect of + 2 k~/ -2 k~ asymmetry around G comes from the coherence between the position of a defect and the phase of the periodic lattice distortion.
JOURNAL D E PHYSIQUE IV
When the value of the phase cpo is not the same on every impurity site, as in the weak pinning limit considered by Fukuyama-~ee-~ice[l11, we will have the impurity average <coscpo> z 0 for sufficiently large domains, so that the interference term IA will become negligible with respect to Idisp,. No + 2 k~/ -2 k~ asymmetry is thus expected.
Phase deformation around a defect.
Let us now consider a deformation of the phase of the CDW around a defect as schematically represented figure lb). This local deformation can be written
Assuming that cp(n-m) is an odd hnction (whose Fourier components are qk) and a small quantity one gets
The first term of the right side gives rise to the + 2 k~/ -2 b asymmetry previously described by (2) and from the second term one obtains the following values of u q = 2 m k : The same relations are obtained for G -2 k~+ k and G -2 k~-k respectively. These equations show that in the case of an antisymmetric phase deformation around an impurity, the individual k 2 k~ lines are themselves asymmetric as sketched figure 2b ). This effect is analoguous to the so-called size effectis] where Bragg reflections with asymmetric tails are observed due to the elastic deformations of the lattice around the defects. Let us note that the sense of the +k/-k asymmetry of the 2 k~ diffuse lines allows to determine the sense of the phase distortion (i.e. the sign of cpk) provided that the signs off, Af, coscpo and Q.u2b are known. However, as these terms are also present in the expression of IA given by equation (2), the simultaneous observation of the +2k$2kF asymmetry around G and of a +W-k asymmetry of each 2 k~ diffuse line allows to determine the sign of qk. It is found that cpk>O ( <O) if both kinds of asymmetry occur in the same (opposite) direction.
Experimental results
All the effects previously described have been observed in 1D charge transfer salts of the TTF-TCNQ family. Figure 3a) shows an X-ray pattern obtained from the solid solution These results indicate that :
-the donor stacks bear the instability which shows the white line effect. In particular:
i) -the HMTSF chains exhibit the 2 k~ instability. ii) -the HMTTF chains exhibit both 2 k~ and 4 k~ instabilities. iii) -the TTF chains exhibit the 4 k~ instability.
-the 2 Q and/or 4 Q lattice distortions are pinned to the S (Se) based molecular substituants with the phases cpo = .n (0) which corresponds to a displacement of the first neighboring molecule towards (away from) the molecular substituant. fig. 2b ). Figure 3b) shows clearly the asymmetry of the 2 k~ = 0.25a" diffuse lines in the case of TMTSF-DMTCNQ containing 2.8% irradiation defects [6] . An asymmetry of the cloud of diffuse scattering around the h=constant layers of Bragg reflections is also visible. This latter effect is the signature of strong elastic distortions around defectsL71. According to the calculations of ref [7] , this asymmetry towards the large reciprocal wave vector values corresponds to a lattice dilatation in the vicinity of the defects, a result which agrees with the observation that lattice parameters increase in irradiated samples [8] . The asymmetry of the 2 Q diffuse line indicates that there is a strong distortion of the phase of the CDW in the vicinity of the defects. Nevertheless, the absolute determination of the sign of this distortion requires a determination of the sign of Af which is a complex hnction of the displacement field in the case of strongly distorded However as a + 2 k~/ -2 k~ asymmetry of intensity can be also seen in the same direction on the X-ray pattern of figure 3b), it is tempting to suggest that cpk>O. This corresponds to a contraction of the modulation wave length 21cI2k~ in the vicinity of the irradation defects and thus to a local increase of the charge transfer.
Concluding remarks
We have shown that the strong pinning of CDW's on defects as well as their phase deformation around defects give rise to new diffise scattering features allowing to determine respectively the phase of the CDW and its spatial variations in the vicinity of these impurity sites. Analysis of the experimental observations in this theoretical framework surprinsingly shows that molecular substituants act as strong pinning centers in charge transfer salts and that the phase of the CDW is distorded around irradiation defects. Similar features will certainly occur in inorganic quasi-1D conductors. For example asymmetric 2 k~ diffise lines have been reported in the V doped blue but its physical consequences have not been analyzed. These experimental features could also be relevant for other pinning models [12] .
